W

ireless indoor communications can be used in
a bride range of applications to provide for user
mobility, easy setup, and reconfiguration of terminals,
telephones, and so forth. Such applications can be divided $#to twoclasses: (1) Narrowbandapplications,
such as paging or wireless PBX systems for voice and
low rate data and (2) Wideband applications, such as a
wirelesslocal area network capable of handling data
rates u p toseveralMegabits
persecond.Buildings,
however,
present
a hostile
environment
for radio
communications, with in-building radio propagation
difficult
to
predict
and
continuously
changing.
Problems
include
multipath
and
shadow
fading,
which reduce the coverage region, and dispersion due
to delay spread, which limits the maximum data rate.
Furthermore, in buildings with multiple
users, interference among users can be a serious problem, and the
availablespectrummight
be much less thanthat
required to handle all potential users.
In this article we describe various antenna diversity
techniques,includingselection,maximalratioand
optimum combining, and show howdiversity, in combination with other techniques, can
be used toovercome these problems. One such technique
is resource
sharing, which recognizes that, at any moment, only ;I
small fraction of all users are experiencing transmissiondifficulties,andassignsextra
systemresources
(for example, bandwidth or time slots) as
needed to protect those users." We firstbrieflydescribe
the indoor
radio environment and show whydiversity can be effective. We then describe techniques for narrowband applications, such as wireless PBX's, that can be used to
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increasethecoverageregion,eliminateinterference

problems, and permit frequency reuse within the same
coverageregion, thereby dramaticallyincreasing system capacity. Finally, we describe techniques for widebandapplications,suchas
wirelesslocalareanetworks, that can be used to increase both the maximum
data rate and the coverage region.

The Indoor Radio Environment
With indoor radio communication, there is rarely a
line of sight between the transmitter and receiver, and
multiple signal propagation paths exist. The signals
from these paths combine both constructively and destructively at the receiver to produce multipath fading.
For narrowband transmission, where the propagation
delays associated with the various paths are extremely
small compared to the inverse of the signal bandwidth,
thechannelcan
be considered as a Rayleighfading
channel with frequency flat fading[ 141. This Rayleigh
fading caused by multipath propagation results in signalstrengthvariationwhenthe
receiveris spatially
displacedasshowninFig.
1. A receiver atlocation
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+Othertechniquesnot
discussedinthispaperinclude
infrared [ 1,2], spread spectrum [ 1,3-71, and leaky feeders [&SI.
Specific systems utilizing, to some extent, the techniques discussed here include those described in [10-13].
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Fig. 1 . TheSignalStrengthVariation
of a Rayleigh
Fading Signal as a Functionof Spatial Displacement.

A receives maximum
signal
strength,
whereas
a
receives minreceiver at location B is in a fade and
imumsignalstrength.These
fades generallyoccur
every half wavelength. For example, at 900 MHz, the
wavelength is approximatelyonefoot(0.3m)and
many fades can occur over short distances.
In addition to multipath fading,'there is also shadow
fading [14], caused by.blockage and attenuation of the
signal by walls, doors, etc. Shadow fading is spectrally
flat and chafterized by a log-normal distribution, that
is, the'logarithm of the received signalpowerhasa
Gaussiandistribution.Shadowfading
variesslowly
withlocation,with
fades occurringindifferentportions (for example, rboms)
of a building. Numerous
studies
have
been made of shadowandRayleigh
fading in buildings[ 15-24].
With wideband transmission, the path delays
affect
the quality of the'received signal. This delay spread
causes frequency selective fading in the channel. Thus,
the received signal strength also varies as a function of
frequency, similar to the variation in signal strength
withlocation.Althoughdifferentmodelsfor
delay
spread exist (for example, [25-311) the performance of
communication systems is mainly dependent on the rms
of the delay spread [25,26,28,29]. In a digital system, the
dispersion in the channel due to delay spread produces
intersymbol interference that increases with the signalingrate,whichlimitsthemaximumdataratefor
acceptableerrorrateperformance.Numerousstudies
have been made of delay spread in buildings [27,32-341.
In this article, we consider indoor radio communication
systems
consisting
of a base station
with
numerous remotes as shown in Fig.
2. In this figure,
the base station has multiple antennas and the remotes
have only one antenna, for
reasons that will become
clear later. T h i s type of system offers the advantage of a
central controller that can ensure that all users receive
adequate performance even though the radio environment in buildings is difficult to predict and continuously changing. Note that all users either share a single channel or a set of channels which are assigned to
the users. T h i s system configuration is similar to that
August 4987-Vol. 25, No. 8
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used inmobileradio
[14].However,indoorradio
differs from mobile radio in two importantaspects: the
interference environment and the fading rate. First, the
interferenceenvironment isworse withindoorradio
because the attenuation of a signal throughout a building can vary widely and unpredictably. The signal can
be greatly attenuated after propagating a
few tens of
feet through walls, or may still be strong enough for
reception after propagating more than a thousand
feet
along a hallway. Therefore, without a detailed,
costly
study o f each building, interference among users in the
same, or even adjacent buildings (and from the same or
differentsystems)can be unpredictqble and often severe
(as many cordless phone users have realized).
Indoor
radio also differs from mobile radio in the fading rate.
In mobile radio, the receiver experiences many fading
events per second. For example, at
60 miles/hour, the
fadingrate is about 80 Hz at 800 MHzcarrierfrequency. As a result, studies in mobile radio concentrate
o n the channel performance averaged over the fading.
Indoor communication is quite different in that both
the base station and the remote stations are stationary
or slowly moving. Therefore, we are not interested in
the average performance over the fading, but, rather, in
the following question: Given a large number
of stations randomly located, what is the probability that a
certain number of stations fail to meet a prescribed bit
error
rate
(BER)
objectiveX
The
answer
may be
expressed as "with lo-' probability the communication
link can not meet a lo-' BER requirement." The above
criterion, based on the outage probability, will charac-
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*Note that in this article we concentrate on digital communication systems. However, most of the techniques considered can also be used in analog systems.
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Fig. 2 . Radio System Consisting of a Base Station with
M Antennas and N R e m o t e s , E a c h w i t h O n e A n t e n n a .

terize thefollowingtwoin-buildingcommunication
applications.

Portable telephone. T h e user may hold the phone
a n d move slowly during a conversation. In this
case, the user would experience manyfades, albeit
slowly. We would describe this situation
by stat-,
ing that the user will experience a BER greater
than lo-' for n o greater than 0.01 percent of the
conversation.
Stationary terminal. T h e above answer allows us
to st?te that no more than
0.01 percent of the
r a n d h l y located terminals will experience a BER
greater than 10.'. However,because
of motion
within a building (for example, people walking,
doors opening, andso forth), the BER for a given
terminal may change slowly with time.
An outage can be due to thermal noise (received signal level too low),
interference
from
other
users,
and/or intersymbol interference causedby delay spread.
T h u s , forasystem
withagivenoutageprobability
objective, multipath and shadow fading limit the coverage region, interference limits the number of users in
agivenarea,
and, in wideband systems,delayspread
limits the data rate. We now consider what these limits
areinnarrowbandandwideband
systems andshow
how diversity, in combination with other techniques,
can be used to greatly increase those limits.

Narrowband Systems
Limits Due to Multipath and Shadow
Fading
Let us nowconsidernarrowband
systems and the
limitsonthe
coverageregiondue
to multipathand
shadow fading. With Rayleigh fading, the probability
of receiving a signal x dB below the average received
signal power (where the average is taken
over the Rayleigh distribution) is approximately 10-x ''. Thus, for a
outageprobabilityatagivenBER,theaverage
received signalpowermust
be 40 dB
above
that
requiredforthegivenBERwithoutfading.With
shadowfading,thedecreaseinsignalstrengthwith
distance may vary as the square of the distance for free
space propagation, or, in some buildings, as the sixth
power of the distance [20]. A power decrease with the
fourth power of distance is typical in office buildings.
As an example of the coverage region limitations, consider a system that can accommodate an80 dB dynamic
rangein received signalpower.Then,withaoutage probability, the coverage region could extend from
2 m from the antenna (for example, just outside the
room where the base station was located) to about 20 m
in a typical building, although the range could
be as
large as 200 m in buildings with large open areas.

Antenna Diversity with Fading
Let us now consider the use of antenna diversity to
reduce the effects of Rayleigh fading. Figure 3 shows a
block diagram of a n M antenna element diversity combiner. Thesignals received by the M antennasare
weighted (that is, the gain and phase
of the received
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Fig. 3 . Block Diagram of a n M Antenna Element
Diversity Combiner.

signals are adjusted), combined, and demodulated
to
generate the output bits. With multipath in buildings,
the fading statistics of two antennas are (usually) nearly
independent when the antennas are separated by more
than a quarter wavelength (for example, 8.3 cm at 900
MHz). Thus, with appropriately spaced antennas* the
probability of multiple antennas all in a fade is much
less than with a single antenna.
Therefore, we first consider selection diversity. With
selection diversity, the receiver selects for reception the
signalfromthatantennawiththehighestsignal
power. That is, for the diversity combiner
of Fig. 3,
one w e i g h t is s e t t o 1 a n d all o t h e r s a r e s e t t o 0. U n d e r

the assumption of independent fading at each antenna,
the outage probability for selection diversity with
M
antennas is the outage probability for a single antenna
raised to the M'" power. Thus, for a lo-' outage probabilityatagivenBER,theaverage
received signal
powerneedonly
be 20 (or 10) dBhigherthanthat
required for that BER with
2 (or 4) antennas. Thus,
selection diversity increases the range
by a factor of 3
(or 6) with 2 (or 4) antennas, for a power decrease in
signal strength with the fourth power of distance.
Implementation of selectiondiversityrequiresthe
signalstrengthateachantenna
to be continuously
monitored, and, thus, M receivers are required. However, the outage probability of selection diversity can
also beachieved withswitcheddiversity,
whereby a
single receiverswitches from one antenna to another
when the antenna is in a fade, as shown in Fig. 4.
We note here that with duplex operation, multiple
antennas need only be used at either the remote or the
base station (usually just at thebase station). Since the
propagation characteristics of the indoor radio channel
arereciprocal,withselectionorswitcheddiversity
identicaloutageperformanceinbothtransmission

"In addition to space diversity, direction [ 3 5 ] , polarization
[36,37], and field [I41 diversity can be used to achieve nearly
independent fading at each antenna without increasing the
physical size of the antenna array.
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antenna, but phase shifted by the negative of the phase
of the receive weight (that is, phase retardationbecomes
phase advancement), the transmit antenna pattern will
be the same as the receive pattern. Thus, because the
propagationmediumisreciprocal(that
is, thesame
propagation characteristics exist in both transmission
directions), these transmitweightswillmaximizereceived signal power at theremotes. However, unlike selection
diversity,
small
differences
inthechannel
characteristics at the transmit and
receive frequencies
cannot be tolerated, and these two frequencies must be
the same. Thus, adaptive retransmission must be used
with time division, as shown in Fig. 5, whereby a single
channel is time shared by both directions of transmission.Thus,withmaximalratiocombining,during
transmission from the remote to the base station, the
antenna element weights are adjusted to maximize the
signal-to-noiseratioatthe.
receiver output.During
transmission from the base to the remote, the complex
conjugate of the receive weightsareused
so that
transmission losses and antenna gains are the same as
in the other transmission direction, and, therefore, the
signals from the base station combine to maximize the
receive signal power at the remotes.
Antenna diversity can also
be used to overcome the
effects of shadowfading,throughtheplacement
of
antennas throughout a building(see [ 14,41,42]). By this
method, the coverage region can
be made arbitrarily
large. Switched diversity is usually considered because
ithastheleastcomplexityandeliminatesthedelay
spreadproblems
(see thesectiontitled“Wideband
Systems.”)thatcanoccurwhensignals
received at
differentlocationsthroughoutabuildingarecombined. Using multiple antennas spaced throughout a
building can be expensive, however, and here antenna
diversity atasinglelocation
toovercomeRayleigh
fading can help. As shown before, antenna diversity at
asinglelocation(forexample,antennasspaceda
quarterwavelengthapart)significantlyincreasesthe
coverage region for that location and, therefore, also
reducesthetotalnumber
of antennas needed i n a
building to achieve a given outage probability. For our
example, as shown above, selection diversity with 2 (or
4) antennas increases the coverage region by a factor of
9 (or36).Thus,
selectiondiversity
ateachantenna
location throughout a building can reduce the required
number of locations by the same factor and the total
number of antennas by a factor of 4.5 (or 9).
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Fig. 4. Block Diagram of an M A n t e n n a E l e m e n t
Switched Diversity Receiver.

directions can be achieved by using the same antenna
for transmission as for reception,
if the transmit and
receive frequencies are close enough so that the fading
is the same at both frequencies. For indoor radio communications, this means that the transmit and
receive
frequencies should be separated by no more than a few
hundred kHz. If the transmit and receive frequencies
arenot
close enough,thenswitched
diversity with
feedback [ 14,381 can be used to achieve the same outage
probability in both directions. With this technique, the
remote tells the base station to switch antennas when
the receive signal falls below a threshold. Note that for
indoorradio,theswitchingdelay(thetime
between
when the signal falls below threshold and the base stationswitchestheantennas)
is much less important
thaninmobileradio
becausethefading
is much
slower.
A
somewhat
better
technique
than
selection
or
switcheddiversity is maximalratiocombining
[14].
With this technique, the signals
received by multiple
antennas are weighted and combined to maximize the
output signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, maximal ratio
combining is the diversity combining technique that
gives the largest coverage region. With maximal ratio
combining, from the analysis of [29] we can show that
for a lo-” outage probability, the average received signal power need only be 18 (or 6) dB higher than that
required for a given BER without fading, with 2 (or4 )
antennas as compared to 20 (or 10) dB with selection
diversity. Thus, maximal ratio combiningincreases the
range by a factor of 4 (or 7) with 2 (or 4 ) antennas,
which is only slightly higher than selection diversity.
Again, the improvement of maximal ratio combining can be obtainedinbothtransmissiondirections
with multiple antennas only at the base station. With
maximal ratio combining used for signal reception at
the base station,the base stationcanthentransmit
using adaptive retransmission [ 14,39,40], whereby the
signal is transmitted using the conjugate of the receive
weights. T h a t is, if thesignaltransmitted
by each
antenna at the base station is amplified before transmission by the magnitude of the receive weight for that
August 1987-VOI. 25, NO. 8
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Limits Due to Interference
Because propagation in buildings is difficult to predictandcontinuouslychanging,
interference
from
other users can be a serious problem. T h e interference
can come from other users in a multiple user system or
from the users of other systems in the same or neighboring buildings, and limits the numberof users in the +coverage region. Below, we discuss techniques that can
be used to reduce interference problems
and increase
the number of users in a given coverage region.

Dynamic Channel Assignment and Power
Control
In multiple channel systems, the problem of interference from other users can be reduced with dynamic
channelassignment.Withthismethod,
before each
user begins transmission, the channels are scanned
to
find a quiet channel (one with little or no interference)
for channel assignment. Furthermore, while the remote
is beingused,theassignedchannel
is continuously
monitored for interference (for example, by monitoring
the BER with error detection coding), and the channel
assignment is changedto a quietchannelwhenthe
interferencebecomestoostrong.
T h e latter process
mustoccurbecausethesignalenvironment
is constantly changing as the user moves or as other remotes
are used. Thus,withdynamicchannelassignment,
interference does not affect the outage performance of
the system as long as there are quiet channels available. However, since interference eliminates the
use of
certain channels, interference does reduce the number
of available channels and, thereby, the system capacity
(number of users). Also, dynamic channel assignment
won't work if there is interference in every channel.
Anothertechniquetoreduceinterferenceamong
users is power control. As discussed earlier, within the
coverageregion,thesignalattenuationbetweenthe
transmitter and receiver can vary widely, by as much as
80 dB or more. Thus, a system with a base station and
multiple remotes, all transmitting at the same power
level, can have received signals differing in power by as
much as 80 dB at the base station, which creates an
adjacentchannelinterferenceproblem.
The problem
can be reduced by adaptively controlling each remote's
transmitpower
level so thatthe
received power is
equal for all signals at the base station. Furthermore,
to reduce adjacent channel interference at the remotes,
the base stationcantransmitallsignalswithequal
power. Note that power control also reduces the interference between systems. Although it doesn'treduce the
worst case interference (when users transmit at maximum power), itdoes reduce the outage probability due
tointerferencefromrandomlylocatedremotes,and
increases the average number of users.

antennas ;ire weighted and combined to maximize the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio. (Techniques for
implementing optimum combining are discussed below.) Thus, diversityisusedtosuppressinterfering
signals and enhance desired signal reception.
Optimumcombininghas
been shown to substantially reduce interference in systems both with fading
(mobile radio systems [43]) and without fading
[44].
Indoor radio systems fall somewhat between these two
systems because, although there is fading, with power
control we cancompensateforit
by adjustingthe
transmit power.
Without fading, optimum combining can suppress
M - 1 interferers with M antennas, if the angular separation of thedesiredandinterferingsignals
is large
enough. That is, since an
M element antenna array has
M - 1 degrees of freedom (that is, the dimensionality of
the set of equations describing the combining
of the
received signals in the array
is M - l ) , u p to M - 1
nullscan beplaced
intheantennapattern
to null
interferingsignals.Withfading,theangularseparationnolongermatters
because of themultipath.In
fact, the receiver can suppress interfering signals and
enhance desired signal reception as long as thereceived
power and phase of the desired signal differ somewhat
from the received power and phase of the interfering
signals at more than one antenna.As discussed earlier,
the received signal power and phase from two antennas
are usually statistically independent
if they are separated by at leasta quarterwavelength.Thus,inan
indoor radio system using several antennas for diversity,theprobability
of beingunabletosuppressan
interfering signal is very small, even if two remotes are
close together. Furthermore, since with dynamic channel assignment the channel canbe changed if the interference cannot be suppressed,indoorradio
systems
with optimum combining can overcome most interference problems.
As discussedabove,since
a n M elementantenna
array has M - 1 degrees of freedom, M - 1 interfering
signals can be suppressed even with fading. However,
interference nulling also reduces the output signal-tonoise ratio of the desired signal. Thus, with optimum
combining an outage occurs when, although the interference is nulled, the signal-to-noise ratio at the optimum combiner output falls below that required for a
given BER". Thus, the indoor radio system with optimum combining can achieve a given outage probabilitywithinterferenceatanypower
level** if the
received desired signal power is high enough. In particular, computer simulation studies [45] show that, in

+This is analogous to the case with nonfading systems
where the angular separation between the interferer and the
desired signal is so small that the null in the antenna pattern
for the interferer also greatly attenuates the desired signal.
++Ina hardware implementation, the maximum interference to desired signal power ratio that can be tolerated is
usually imited to 40-80 dB.

Antenna Diversity with Interference
Inadditiontodynamicchannelassignmentand
power control to reduce the interference problem,
we
also consider the use of antenna diversity. In particular, we consider the use of optimum combining at the
receiver,
whereby
the
signals
received by multiple
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a Rayleigh fading environment?, up
to M - 1 interferers at any power
level can be tolerated with optimumcombiningandMantennasifthe
received
desired signal power is high enough. For example, at a
lo-' outage probability, M - 1 interferers at any power
level can be
tolerated
if the received signal-to-noise
ratio is about 17 dB higher than that required without
interference. T h a t is,for one percent of the possible
casesforreceived
interference with M - 1 interferers,
nulling of the
interference
also
reduces
the
output
desired signal power at least 17 dB below that without
interference. The required increaseinsignal-to-noise
ratio is, of course, much less if there are fewer than
M - 1 interferers, for example, the 17 dB increase is reduced to 6 dBwith(M/2)
- 1 interferers.Also,for
multiple channel systems with dynamic channel assignment, the increase in the required signal-to-noise ratio
can be much less, for examDle, the 17 dB increase is reduced to 8 dB with 8 chan'nels. Thus, with optimum
combining, interference can reduce the coverage region
(whichcan beincreased bv addinemoreantennas),
but cannot decrease the number of users in a system if
there is an adequate number of antennas.
Since optimum combining can suppress interfering
signals even whenthe users are in closeproximity,
multiple usersperchannelarepossible.Thus,optimum combining can also be used to greatlyincrease
the number of users. Figure 6 shows a block diagram
of an optimum combining system with multiple users
per channel that has one base station with M ( M > 1)
antennas and multiple remotes, each with one antenna.
T h e base station has, for each active remote, an optimumcombiner (OC, to OCN) that uses thesignals
received by each of the M antennas. Thus, the designation of the desired and interfering signals depends only
onwhichoptimumcombiner
is beingconsidered.
( H o w to distinguish the desired signals at the base stationisdiscussedbelow.)Allsignalsare,
of course,
desired at the base station.
Since with M antennasu p to M - 1 interferers can be
tolerated at any powerlevel, there can be u p to M users
per channel, for an M-fold increase in the number
of
users. However, with power control, the interferers
to be
nulled have power levels equal to that of the desired
signal, and all signals mustbe separated by the receiver
with low outage probability. The net result
is that, for a
givenoutageprobabilityandM
users, therequired
receive signal-to-noise ratio is much higher than that
required with a single user per channel system, and,
therefore, the coverage regionis smaller. Fortunately, as
with the case of high power level interferers discussed
above, the required increase in signal-to-noise ratio can
be greatly reduced by having fewer users per channel
and by using dynamic channel assignment with multiple channel systems. For example, with only M/2 users
per channel, the requiredreceive signal-to-noise ratiois
about the same as with a single user
[46], that is, an

-

$Sinceoptimumcombining always maximizes the signalto-interference-plus-noiseratio, we would expect similar
results even if the fading
environment is not Rayleigh.
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M/2foldincreaseinthenumber
of userscan
obtained in the same coverage region.

be

Let us now briefly consider implementation of the
optimum combining system for indoor radio. We conto implement optimum
siderthealgorithmsneeded
combining and the corresponding performances, the
methods to distinguish the signals at the receiver, and
base station to remote transmission. Optimum combining can be implemented in indoor radi,osystems in the
same way as in mobile radio [43]. The optimum combiner canbe implemented with theLMS [47] algorithm.
Although this algorithm takes longer to converge than
some other algorithms, it is simple to implement and,
for the slow fadingof indoor radio, should stillbe able
to track the desiredand interfering signals as the propagation characteristics of the channel vary. Signals can
then be 'distinguished at the base station by different
pseudo-random codes [48], with these codes added to a
biphase modulated signal via biphase modulation of
the quadrature carrier. These points are discussed in
[43]. As discussed earlier for maximal ratio combining
(and also in
[43]for optimum combining), adaptive
time division retransmission can be used to obtain the
same performance in both transmission directions with
multiple antennas at the base station only. The only
difference from the technique used for maximal ratio
combining is that the weights are now adjusted
to maximize the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio in order
to achieve the advantages
of optimum combining at
both the remotes and the base station.
The multipleusers per channelsystem with optimum
combining can, of course,stillsuppressinterference
from other systems, but at the expense
of reduced capacity. We note that adaptive retransmission also reduces
the interference from one
base station into othersystems
and, therefore,w,e can have multiple systems, each with
multiple users per channel, in the same building. However, remotes can still receive interference from systems
not using adaptive retransmission, although dynamic
channel assignment can help reduce the problem.
Thus, through a combination of optimum combining, dynamic channel assignment and power control,
indoorradio systemscanoperateinhigh-density,multiple user environments.

Wideband Systems
L i m i t s D u e to Delay Spread
In wideband systems, multipath, shadow fading and
interference place limits on the coverage region and on
the number of users similar to the limits imposed on
narrowband systems. In addition,delay spread, i.e., dispersion or frequency selective fading in the channel,
producesintersymbolinterferencewhichlimitsthe
maximum data (information) rate in a given
building'.
It was shown in [29] (and also in the earlier results of
[25,26,28]) thatthemaximumdatarate
foragiven
building depends primarily on the rms
delay spread and
not the shapeof the delay spread function. Thus, within
the coverage region, there is an outage probability for
each user due to delayspread,that
is, aprobability
that the delay spread will cause enough intersymbol
interference to increasetheBERabovetherequired
value. Here, as in the previous section, we consider an
outage probability of 10.' at a lo-' BER. We study the
maximum data rate for a given rms delay spread with
this outage criteria and mention some techniques
to
increase the maximum data rate.
Measurements of the rms delay spread,
T", show that it
varieswidelybetween
buildings. For example, at the
A T & T Bell LaboratoriesCrawfordHillbuilding,the
measured 7,)was about 30 ns [27], and at the AT&T
Bell
LaboratoriesHolmdelbuilding,themaximummeasured T(] was about 250 ns [32]. T h e large To of the
Holmdelbuilding is partiallydue to a largecenter
atrium surrounded by metal walls, while Crawford Hill
may be amoretypical
office building. Here, we use
these two buildings as examples for the calculation of
the maximum data rate in buildings.
Studies [29] have shown that limits on the maximum
data rate due to delay spread and limits on thecoverage
region due to multipath and shadow fading can
be consideredseparately, andthatthemaximumdatarate
cannot be significantlyincreased by increased signal
power. Thus, the results for the coverage regionof narrowband systems also apply to wideband systems, and
the outage probability due to delay spread is approximately constant over the coverage region.
Theoutageprobabilitydue
todelayspreaddoes
depend on the modulation technique and pulse shaping
used. For example, with phase shiftkeyed (PSK) modulation and a rectangular sigqal spectrum
of width l/r,
where T is the bit period, the maximum data rate fora
lo-.' outage probability at a
lop4 BER is only 0.0022
times the inverse of the delay spread. Thus, the maximumdataratefortheHolmdelandCrawfordHill
buildings are only 8.8 and 75 kb/s, respectively, which
are far too low for a local area network. However,
by
expanding the signa] bandwidth relative to the symbol
rate,themaximumdataratecan
be increased.For

example, with quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)
and raised cosine signal spectrum
of the same bandwidth as the PSK signal, the maximum data rate
is 6
times higher, 55 and 450 kHz in the Holmdel and Crawford Hill buildings, respectively. However, the data rate
is still too low for local area networks,
so let us now
consider the application of antenna diversity.

Antenna Diversity with Delay Spread
Figure 7 shows an M-antenna elementdiversity combiner for a wideband system. The combiner i s the same
as for the narrowband system except that the sampling
time offsetT,,will vary with time and mustbe tracked as
the channel characteristics change. As in the narrowband system, we now consider selection diversity, maximal ratio combining, and optimum combining.
With selection diversity, the receiver selects for detection the received signal with thelargest peak amplitude
at the output of the matched filter. That is, not only
must the appropriate antenna be selected, but the best
sampling time offset to must be determined and tracked.
Under the assumption of independent fading at each
antenna, the outage probability for selection
diversity
with M antennas is the outage probability for a single
antenna raisedtothe
M"' power[14].Forasingle
antenna, the outage probability is approximately proportional to the squareof the data rate. Thus,
for a lo-.'
oulage probability, the maximum data rateis increased
by a factor of 10 (or 32) with 2 4)
(orantennas, and, with
selection diversity, data rates in the range of Megabits
per second can be achieved in buildings.
As with narrowband systems, the outage performance
of selection diversity can alsobe achieved with switched
diversity. Also, diversity need only
be implemented at
the base station since switched diversity with feedback
can be used for base to remote transmission.
Maximal ratio combining can
be used to obtain a
somewhat higher maximum data rate thanselection or
switched diversity. With maximal ratio combining, the
received signals are weighted and combined to maximize the output signal-to-noise ratio at the sampling
time. Since the weights vary with sampling time, the
receiver must determine both the
best sampling time
and the weights for that sampling time, andtrack both
the best sampling time and weights.
T h u s , maximal
ratio combining is more complex in widebandsystems.
For a lo-' outage probability, maximal ratio combining
increases the maximum data rate
by a factor of 13 (or 45)
with 2 (or4 ) antennas, as compared with a nondiversity
system, and is slightly better than selection diversity.

*Note that with spread spectrum
very high symbol (chip)
rates can be used in buildings, although the information rate
MY
is stilllimited by the dispersion in the channrl. Here.
consider a wideband system as one in which the information
bandwidth (and not,just the signal bandwidth) is wide.
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Optimumcombiningcan
be used to obtain even
can significantly reduce the required numberof antenhigher maximum data rates, since optimum combining nas.
canalsomaximizethe
signal-to-intersymbol-interferThus,throughtheuse
of well-chosenmodulation
ence-plus-noiseration
(see [49]). However, as with
and pulse shaping techniques, diversity, and resource
maximal ratio combining, the optimum weights vary
sharing, indoor radio systems with Mbps data rates and
with the sampling time, and, therefore, implementation high reliability can be practical. For our example, with
of optimum combining is a multidimensional optimia lo-’’ outage probability, 4 antenna selection diversity,
zation problem that, for high data rates, may
be too
and resource sharing, the maximum datal rates are 3.5
complex to be practical. However, the maximurn data
a n d 29 MbYs in the Holmdel and Crawford Hill buildrate is much higher with optimum combiningas comings, respectively.
pared against other diversity techniques. For example,
with 4 antennas, optimum combining permits an order Conclusions
of magnitude higher maximum data rate than selection
Buildingspresentahostileenvironmentforradio
diversity.
communications, with in-building radio propagation
With both maximal ratio combining and optimum
difficult to predict and continuously changing. Probcombining, advantages can be obtained in both translems include multipath fading, shadow fading, dispermission directions with diversity only at the
base stasion due to delay spread, and interference among users.
tion, through the use of adaptive time division retransWehaveshownthatvariousantennadiversitytechmission. Note, however, that this technique requires a
be
doubling of the transmission rate in the channel, which niques, in combination with other techniques, can
used
to
overcome
these
problems.
For
narrowband
syscould offset the advantages of these techniques.
tems, antenna diversity can greatly increase the
coverage
region,andoptimumcombiningwithMantennas,
Resource Sharing
dynamic channel assignment, and power control can
eliminateinterferencefrom
u p to M - 1 interferers
For a wideband local area network,a single high data
and/or permit up to an M-fold increase in the number
rate channel may be time shared among theusers. T h i s
of users via frequency reuse within the same coverage
allows for bursty traffic with instantaneous data rates at
region. For wideband systems, a combination of wellthe data rate of the channel. With multiple users sharchosenmodulationandpulseshapingtechniques,
ing the channel, at any given time a small fraction of
antenna diversity, and resource sharing permits Mbps
users may experience high intersymbol interference due
data rates with high reliability.
to delay spread, while most will not. Therefore, systems
withmultipleusersinthesamebandwidthcan
use
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